
Gas Turbine owners and operators function in uncertain financial, technological, and regulatory 
environments. This makes planning, compliance, and profitability more challenging than ever.

PSM is here to help. PSM provides targeted and flexible product and service offerings aligned to 
changing market needs. As the preferred partner for service and innovation, PSM collaborates with 
customers to implement solutions that enhance operational flexibility, reduce emissions, improve 
performance, and expand fuel flexibility.

PSM works from a core portfolio of patented, cross platform technologies to define 
solutions aligned to customer requirements. Whether incorporating LEC III® to 
dramatically reduce emissions in B, D, and E-Class units, or installing FlameSheet™ to 
extend turndown while maintaining HRSG durability for F-Class units, PSM has a proven 
ability to deliver successful solutions to customers. 

Better Thinking Creates Better Performance.

PSM can help you gain a competitive advantage with solutions that demonstrate success in the 
marketplace:

+   FlameSheet™ for Expanded Load Range and Fuel Flexibility

+   LEC to Achieve Ultra Low Emissions with Minimal Modifications 

+   FlexSuite & AutoTune Upgrades for Reliability & Flexibility

+   GTOP6 & GTOP3.1 to Expand Operating Intervals and Improve Performance

 How Can PSM Help You?

Successful Solutions
 Helping our gas turbine power plant customers by  
delivering service solutions that enhance the 
reliability and operational flexibility of their assets.  
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ADJUSTING TO NEW EMISSIONS REGULATIONS WITH LEC III™

P R O F I T A B I L I T Y  •  E M I S S I O N S  •  O P T I M I Z A T I O N

CAPTURING PROFITABILITY OPPORTUNITIES WITH FLAMESHEET™ 

Customer Need

A 2x1 Fr7F Cogeneration Plant in Texas with ~150MW of parasitic host demand could operate both GT’s to 
maximize output, but was exposed to low demand and low market pricing. When operating just one GT, 
the plant could meet the host electrical demands, but was unable to ramp to capture high market pricing 
in the spot market. The decision to operate 2x1 or 1x1 was made daily based upon the day ahead market, 
creating opportunity losses. 

PSM Solution

In 2015, PSM completed FlameSheet™ combustor installations on both GT’s. This innovative, retrofittable 
combustion system employs a 2-in-1 can-annular combustor concept. Leveraging patented fuel / air 
mixing concepts, FlameSheet™ provides up to a 30% GT operating load range increase while maintaining 
single digit NOx & CO emissions. Designed to operate up to 32,000 factored hours between inspections, 
FlameSheet™ is ideally suited for alternate fuel operation, with a 30% Modified Wobbe Index (MWI) fuel 
variation allowance.

FlameSheet™’s extended turndown capability allows the site to increase market participation with the full 
capability of the plant available while minimizing exposure to unfavorable market conditions. 

Customer Need

In 2013, PSM was approached to retrofit 4 x Fr7B gas turbines with an advanced technology combustion 
system that delivered ultra low emissions with minimal modifications to the existing 1973 GT infrastructure. 
Located in the Northeastern US, the plant was seeing increased dispatching due to local capacity 
constraints. At the same time, EPA CSAPR & NJ state regulations were mandating forced shut down on the 
hot summer days when the plant was profitable, due to the higher emissions profile of such a mature 
peaking plant.

PSM Solution

By implementing PSM’s LEC III™ combustion system, emissions  
were reduced by a factor of 12:

Nox: 35 ppm→6ppm / CO: 20-100ppm→<3ppm. 

Lower emission combustion systems generally have a higher combustion temperature, which often 
requires associated upgrades to hot gas path components, casings, and rotors. Recognizing the customer 
need to maximize investment payback by minimizing scope, PSM’s solution reduced combustor exit 
temperatures through better airflow management, so conversion scope was limited to combustion 
hardware only. This further enabled conversion duration alignment to operational requirements.
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•  R E L I A B I L I T Y  •  P E R F O R M A N C E

PLANT OPTIMIZATION UTILIZING FLEXSUITE AND AUTOTUNE

Customer Need

Annual or seasonal combustor system tuning often leaves the GT at a sub-
optimal set point, balancing wide ranging variables like atmospheric changes 
and engine degradation with the need to operate within strict emissions 
limits. Couple this with the economic factors decreasing plant profitability, 
and operators have significant incentive to request PSM to offer low cost 
solutions that increase turndown, minimize emissions during AGC operation, 
and maximize peak MW output.

PSM Solution

Through the FlexSuite and AutoTune Product Line, PSM enhances existing 
control system functionality, without the need for extensive upgrades.

Combining controller logic modifications and the AutoTune system’s powerful 
external computing capability, PSM offered solutions such as:

+  Extended Turndown, which improved 
Turndown by 10%  
on a Fr9F

+  Power+, which provided +4MW  
on Fr7F units 

+  Transient Tuning, providing 
emissions optimization even when 
load fluctuates on Automatic Grid Control (AGC)

+  Part Load Performance and heat rate improvements at turndown, 
implemented on the 501F 

+  Reduction in start-up NOx, implemented  
on Fr7F units

+  Additional optimization is available  
through PSM’s 24/7 online Monitoring  
and Diagnostics Center

IMPROVING PLANT PERFORMANCE WHILE PRESERVING FLEXIBILITY  
WITH GTOP6

Customer Need

In 2013, a 2x1 Fr501F power plant owner sought a Long Term Agreement (LTA) provider with full scope 
capability, that could offer them flexible commercial terms and install technologies to increase plant 
capacity over the contract term. Commercial flexibility included a commitment to repair and warranty 
parts from multiple manufacturers.

PSM Solution

PSM was awarded this contract and completed its first planned scope in 2014.  In 2016, PSM installed the 
GTOP6 upgrade package in both units. The upgrade achieved all its stated performance improvement 
objectives, adding approximately 35 MW of combined cycle output.

AutoTune, installed with the GTOP6 upgrades, reduced NOx emissions on both units. The GTOP6 upgrade 
included Mode Switching logic implementation, which enables the customer to optimize performance and 
maintenance schedules to their individual requirements. When operated in “Performance Mode”, power 
output increases and heat rate decreases are maximized. If market conditions are unfavorable to 
maximizing output, the customer can operate in “Maintenance Mode” to extend the operating interval 
past 24K, up to 32K.
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Additional Services and Product Offerings:
GE 7FA, 7EA, SW 501F, MHI 501F, GE 6B, 9E, 9FA

Field Services & Outage Management including on-staff bladers and supply of labor for gas turbines, steam turbines and 
generators worldwide for GE B,E & F-class, SW & MHI F-class.

Reconditioning & Repair of all turbine airfoils and combustion system components, including fuel nozzle overhaul using advanced 
techniques for improved life cycle cost and incorporating new make design improvements during repair

Combustion System Engine Tuning including Monitoring & Diagnostics
Support for all rotating equipment (e.g. remote monitoring) of gas turbines worldwide.

Rotor Rebuild & Inspection including seed rotors, new replacement compressor and turbine disks, disk repairs, full volumetric NDE 
inspection and rotor lifetime extension.  

R&D, Engineering Assessments, Root Cause Analysis and system technical support for gas turbines.

Flexible Long-Term Parts and Service Agreements (LTSA) combine all of PSM’s products and services for a custom solution that 
meets your needs.

Power Plant Solutions provide integrated services and upgrades for all your critical power plant components and systems. PSM 
provides a single point of contact for maximizing your plant’s performance potential, increasing operational flexibility, and outage 
management.

FlexSuite provides plant optimization tailored to your exact needs, offer on multiple OEM control systems, from FastStart & FastRamp 
to Part Load Performance

AutoTune offers autonomous, real-time combustion system control tuning packages for optimizing combustion dynamics/pulsations, 
emissions and output on the GE 7F gas turbines.

GTOP Upgrade Packages increase output and reduce heat rate, while extending component lifetime and inspection intervals.

Adding Reliable Power Output with GTOP3.1 

Customer Need

An operator in the PJM Interconnection region contacted PSM looking for options to add reliable power 
output to their existing Fr7F units. PJM is a capacity market, where operators can get “pay-for-performance” 
by reliably delivering power for electricity customers, especially during power system emergencies. The 
customer wanted to maximize capacity payments by investing in cost effective upgrades to the existing 
plant. 

PSM Solution

By installing PSM’s GTOP3.1 upgrade solution in 2016, the plant increased simple cycle GT output by more 
than 6.5%. GTOP3.1 improves performance by incorporating technologies that increase compressor inlet 
flow, reduce combustor pressure drop, and reduce turbine cooling and leakage air. The conversion scope is 
minimized in order to maximize return on investment and maintain compatibility with 7F.03 components.


